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Moving Forward to the Final Atlas

This issue contains details of yet another new breeding species

for Arabia but in this case it has taken over 100 years for the

evidence to be noticed. See page 2.

Much of the year 2002 has been as disruptive for ABBA project

progress as 2001 . I was working overseas again this year - this

time in Karachi for three months, although a diversion did give

me a couple of weeks in Oman. However one event this year

will have a very positive effect on the ABBA project and that is

that I was granted early retirement from my full time job. Early

retirement will allow me the time I desperately need to

concentrate fully on finishing the Atlas, which I hope will result

in a completed MS next year.

ABBA work has also been severely frustrated this year by

computer viruses. Fortunately the database is on a different

machine to the one I use for email and general work so it has not

been compromised but communication with everyone has been

much reduced. At one point there appeared to be a storm of

emails with suspiciously large attachments coming from all

directions. I know that I have unwittingly passed on a worm type

virus to most on my address list and those who have been

inconvenienced by this have my sincere commiserations. Only
now am I starting to open attachments again. Because of the

continual risk of viruses in email attachments can I ask that no-

one send me data in an attachment that does not have a covering

email personally addressed to me, explaining what it is. I, like

many others, immediately delete all messages with attachments

which do not have a personal email with them. In the unlikely

event that anyone has sent me data in this way in recent months
they had better send it again with a covering note.

During 2002 I achieved a very long standing personal ambition,

I was able to visit the Yemen islands in the centra! Red Sea. I

have had a map of these Yemen islands hanging on my office

wall and have dreamt of going there, since before the ABBA
project started. I was finally able to achieve a good part of this

ambition in July 2002. Midsummer is when I judged the

majority of seabirds to be breeding on this group and this proved
to be correct. I started earnest arrangements with Omar al

Saghier, President of the Wildlife Yemen, and David Stanton,

Chairman of the Yemen Ornithological Society in early 2002.

Sponsorship from PERSGA clinched the matter. PERSGA met
the major cost of boat hire and of getting a team and its supplies

60 km out in the middle of the Red Sea in midsummer. A very

worthwhile trip it turned out to be - read all about it at page 1 I

.

Three white-throated bee-eaters Merops albicollis were seen near Loddar
(LB04), July 2002 (ABBA Survey 31). They are scarce in eastern Yemen.
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Jacobin Cuckoo - First Breeding in Arabia

The status of the Jacobin cuckoo Clamator jcicobimis in south

west Arabia has been an puzzle. The ABBA database includes

a number of records over the period March to November with

a peak from May to July, with several calling or seen in pairs,

sometimes in situations suggesting courtship. There are no

records in August, which may reflect that they are much less

vocal in that month or a lack of summer observers. The records

extend from the Jebel Sawdah escarpment and foothills (IA 1 3

)

in south west Saudi Arabia to KB02, near Aden. However there

has been no confirmation of breeding and it has been widely

assumed that all birds occurring in Arabia have been on

migration to India or overshoots from intra-african migrations.

There are also a number of records from Oman, particularly

Dhofar and these have mainly suggested migratory birds.

Recently an old record from Yemen came to ABBA attention

that sheds more light on status in south west Arabia and which is

good evidence that the species breeds in Arabia.

Whilst researching material for his book The Cuckoos (in press

with Oxford University Press) Robert B Payne, Curator of Birds

and Professor of Zoology at the University of Michigan

examined a specimen ofjacohinus in the American Museum of

Natural History (AMNH 624521). This specimen is an adult

female collected on “22 May" from “S Arabia” The label stated

“ovaries well developed, one almost perfectly formed egg".

The label also records that the specimen was taken by G W Bury

and that it was previously in the Rothschild collection at Tring.

Effie Warr investigated this specimen at the Natural History

Museum, Tring (which now includes the Rothschild collection)

and was able to provide a little more information on it. It

appears that G W Bury collected a number of birds in Yemen
between 1901-1913. He had the habit in his earlier collections

(1901-1 902) of not showing the year of collection on his labels,

whereas he did so in his later specimens in 1913. The Tring

museum has two jacohinus collected by Bury on 21 May (i.e.

1901 or 2) in the Azahi Ravine (Amiri District) which is near

modern day Dhala (KB04), some 120 km NNW of Aden.

It seems reasonable to assume that the AMNH specimen dated

22 May was collected by Bury at or very near to the Azahi

ravine. A well developed ovary with an almost perfectly formed

egg is good circumstantial evidence of breeding in Arabia

although for the purposes of the ABBA database it is not

conclusive proof of breeding at the site of collection - as gravid

birds could still fly into another atlas square. An egg in the

oviduct is therefore ABBA Breeding Evidence Code 08 for the

square. I would expect it would be very unlikely that a bird

would continue migration with a formed egg in the oviduct and

therefore this record is the first confirmed breeding record for

Arabia.

In the near east the common cuckoo Cuculus canorus is known
to breed in the spring and then migrate further north (Shirihai,

1996). This strategy could be followed also by jacohinus in

Arabia before birds continue on to India and might also explain

the absence of records for later in the summer. In Africa and

India jacohinus parasitises babblers and bulbuls but is also

known to dump eggs in a variety of other species nests.

Breeding of cuckoos is difficult to confirm because the major

breeding clues given by other birds are not available, e.g. nest

building, adults feeding young or distinctive old nests. Unless

an observer actually finds a nest with a cuckoo egg or chick in it,

or observes a very recently fledged bird, there is little chance of

getting proof of breeding. Perhaps it is not surprising therefore

that there are so few Arabian breeding records for the three

cuckoo species that breed in the peninsula. (These do not

include great spotted cuckoo C. glandarius recently found

breeding at Eilat and which I suspect also breeds in western

Arabia or the white-browed coucal Centropus superciliosus

which constructs its own nest). All records of cuckoos in Arabia
indicative of breeding will be most welcome.

Reference: • Shirihai, H. (1996) The Birds of Israel.

Academic Press, London.

Recent Reports

The following are a selection of some interesting, unexpected or

unusual records of Arabian breeding birds (or potential breeders)

received during the last year. Records are from 2001 unless

shown otherwise. Not all these records have been verified and
some may not yet be accepted by local recorders. Note that

recent reports for Kuwait are the subject of a separate article, see

page 2 1

.

Red-billed tropicbird Phaethon aethereus. Seen entering sea

cliff crevices (likely nest sites) near Shoab (TA02) Socotra, 26
March 2002 (David Stanton).

Little bittern Ixobrychus minutus. Ten adults and juveniles

appeared at an effluent lake in Dhahran (QA29) in July following

several earlier sightings of adults and pairs (Ian Philip).

Verreaux’s eagle Aquila verreauxii. One on south west face of

Jebel Samhan ( UB 1 1 ) Dhofar, 25 November 200 1 . A ‘probable’

seen in the same spot in the previous year (MCJ).

Peregrine Falco peregrinus and saker falcons F. cherrug.

Birds microchipped in the Taimyr peninsula and Mongolia have
turned up in Dubai and Riyadh (Barton. 2002). Microchipping
has also shown there is a significant movement of these falcons

within and between the UAE and Saudi Arabia. Unfortunately it

is not clear from the article whether the movements were thought

to be commercial (i.e. trapped in Mongolia sold in Dubai) or

natural migrations.

Barbary falcon Falco pelegriitoides. Pair south west face of

Jebel Samhan (UB1 1) Dhofar, 24 November 2001 (MCJ).

Arabian red-legged partridge Alectoris melanocephala. Half
grown chicks Rakyut hills (TA10) Dhofar, 29 Nov 01 (MCJ).

Little tern Sterna alhifrons. Thirty pairs attacking a marsh
harrier Circus aeruginosus over a suspected breeding site on 6
July01,QA29, Eastern Province (Ian Philip).

Wood pigeon Columba palumbus. An adult seen with a

juvenile, Dhahran (QA29) on 14 March and another adult seen
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the same place 23 May (Ian Philip). Wood pigeon records in

the Gulf area have been increasing in recent years.

Olive pigeon Columba arquatrix. Ten at about 1 500- 1 800 m
near Mahwit (JB07), on 22 May 02 (David Stanton and YOS
members).

Namaqua dove Oetia capensis. A nest with 2 eggs on the

roots of an up-ended date palm. Dhahran (QA29), May 2002. A
male performed a distraction display nearby. It landed and kept

3-4 m in front of the observer over 40 m whilst fluffing and up

and down shuffling its wings (Ian Philip).

Barn owl Tyto alba. One Salalah outskirts (UAI1), 23

November (MCJ).

Hume’s owl Strix butleri. At least one calling Jebel Samhan
southern escarpment (UB 1 1 ). 28 November (MCJ).

White-cheeked bulbul Pycnonotus leucogenys. Several nests

found in Dhahran (QA29) using styrofoam in parts of the lining

and weave (Ian Philip).

Clamorous warbler Acrocephalus stentoreus. Suspected of

breeding at Dhahran (QA29) effluent lagoons in last couple of

years. This year a pair was seen feeding fledged juveniles on 23

May (Ian Phillips and Graham Lobley).

Syke’s (booted) warbler Hippolais (caligata ) rarna. A
specimen which was collected near Ras A1 Khaimah ( WA28) on

16 June 1972 was originally identified as olivaceous warbler

Hippolais pallida. It has recently been determined to be

booted/Syke's warbler. As the bird was a singing male with

enlarged testes the possibility of local breeding is strong. There

appear to have been no other records suggesting breeding on the

UAE north west coast (Ash and Pearson, 2002).

References: • Ash. J.S. and Pearson. D.J. (2002) Hippolais

warblers apparently breeding on the north Somalia coast. Bull.

Br. Orn. Club 12(3): 222-228). • Barton, N.W.H. (2002)

Microchip recoveries from falcons in Mongolia and Taimyr
Peninsula. Falco 19: 6.

Thirty black-headed heron Ardea melanocephala were at Hudaydah (IB06)
Yemen on 1 February 2002 (David Stanton). Later on in May several were
seen at Candala island, a small mangrove clad islet, near Hudaydah (Omar
A1 Saghier). This is a good indication of breeding. Who can get the proof?

Requests for Information and
Announcements

Crow eradication in Jeddah

The Desert Rambler ( Newsletter of RNHS) Vol 23:1 (Sept 01 ).

mentioned that a Saudi Gazette article (date not specified) had
reported that over quarter of a million crows had been destroyed

over the last 3 years n Jeddah. These would probably have been
house crows. Does anyone have any further news of this

eradication programme or the original article. (MCJ)

Information and photos of nests, eggs and nestlings

needed.

Photos of birds nests, nest sites, eggs and young are valuable

source of data for ABBA and a number of other projects. Copies

of photos and digital images are always appreciated for the

ABBA picture library. Quality and photographic expertise is not

important but some might also be appropriate for use to illustrate

Phoenix. Please mark any material forwarded with the details of

subject, place and date etc., and who owns the copyright.

Donations

The ABBA project wishes to acknowledge the very welcome and

generous donation of £500 by a supporter who wishes to remain

anonymous.

Oman Bird Calendar - 2003

Fill year 2003 with 14 magnificent photos of Oman birds by

Hanne and Jens Eriksen. Details of price and availability from
Hanne and Jens (Email: jeriksen@squ.edu. om). Make sure you
also order your 2004 calendar early.

Journals, Reports and Other Publications

The following notes list some of the papers concerning birds and

other wildlife which have appeared in the various Arabian natural

history society newsletters and in other reports etc., in recent

months. Space does not permit the full citation of each article but

further information can be obtained from the various societies

and organisations shown. Note that in addition to the main
papers listed most periodicals also include regular features such

as recent reports, brief notes etc.

Kuwait Bird Monitoring and Protection Team
(BMAPT)

- Annual Report 2001

This is the second annual report of the new Kuwait bird group,

again it is published early in the year when the data is still fresh

and exciting. The report format for 2001 is largely the same as

for 2000. including details of members and contacts, a summary
of the years activities and discoveries and the reasons for

continued bird monitoring and protection in Kuwait. The up to

date Kuwait bird list provides an easy summary of each species

recorded in the country and its status. Always the most
interesting part of national reports is the selected records from the

year. 2001 in Kuwait was a good one with a long list of goodies
with first class Arabian rarities such as pygmy cormorant, black

francolin. woodcock, and dunnock. A list of recent publications

featuring Kuwait finishes off the volume.

Available from BMAPT care of George Gregory (Email:

ggoldie5

1

@hotma il. com ).
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Tribulus Vol 11.2 Autumn/Winter 2001 (ISSN
1019-6019)

Two good bird papers in this issue. The first on the relationship

of the Socotra cormorant to the other cormorants based on DNA
studies, the second on the diet of the little owl in the UAE with

some notes on the diet of barn owl and desert eagle owl. Other

natural history papers concern the distribution and ecology of the

Dhofar toad in Musandam, the diet of the spiny-tailed lizard

(dhub) in the UAE and a first modern record of the mangrove
crab in the UAE. There are single papers on architecture and

archaeology.

Available from Emirates Natural History Group (Abu Dhabi),

P O Box 23980, Abu Dhabi, UAE.

Zoology in the Middle East Vols. 25 & 26 (2002)

(ISSN 0939-7140)

In Vol 25 there were altogether 16 articles (7 on vertebrates),

including 3 that concern the fauna of the Arabian Peninsula. One
is of particular interest to Phoenix readers being the first

confirmed breeding and nest description of Lichtenstein’s

sandgrouse in the UAE. A nest with 3 eggs was found on 9 Jul

2001 at 313m near Hatta (WA26). The note includes two

photos of the eggs and nest site, which was a shallow scrape in

rocky ground with no nest material but the suggestion of a

pebble patio on one side of the nest. Another article of special

interest to desert travellers is a record of a live sand cat from the

UAE with a discussion of its status, lifestyle and diet. The third

Arabian paper is about the fish Liza klunzingeri in Kuwait Bay.

Vol 26 is a special Iran issue with 18 papers all concerning the

environment and zoology of Iran. There is unfortunately only

one paper on birds but as that concerns the waterbirds of coastal

wetlands of the Gulf coast of Iran in winter 2000, it will be

relevant to bird studies and counts on the Arabian side. Only
about 5% of the whole region was surveyed but even so they

actually counted 68.000 waterbirds of 83 species. The total did

not. sadly, include the slender-billed curlew which was a special

target of the survey. Mammal papers include marine mammals
of southern Iran and the status of gazelles and leopard in Iran.

Available from Kasparek Verlag Monchhofstr. 16, 69120
Heidelberg, Germany. (Email: Kasparek@t-online.de).

New Books

Phoenix aims to provide details of all new publications which are

relevant to the study of birds and wildlife in Arabia or to the

Arabian/Middle Eastern environment generally. Most titles

mentioned are available in good book shops in Arabia, Europe
and North America. Others are on restricted distribution or

privately published and readers wishing to obtain copies should

contact the author, publisher or distributor mentioned. When
ordering through a library or agent quote the ISBN or ISSN
number if given. The prices shown against the following titles

are published prices but may include post and packaging.

Recommendations made about books are based on the standard

of treatment of the subject, format and quality of preparation. A
recommendation does not necessarily mean good value for

money. Readers are asked to provide details of other new,

relevant titles not mentioned in this survey.

Arab Falconry: History of a way of Life by Roger
Upton (2002)

Roger Upton’s has been a falconer for almost half a century and

has been visiting Arabia to follow his sport since the 1960’s.

This book is devoted to the art. love and process of this most

traditional and typical of Arab pursuits and is, in many respects,

the author’s life work. The Arabs, in common with many
nomadic peoples in Asia have a long history and tradition of
hawking with falcons for food and sport. This book aims to

capture the essential art as long practised by the Arabs and their

traditional yearly cycle of capturing, training, keeping and finally

releasing falcons. It stands out as a book of considerable

authority among the other, not very complete books on Arabian
falconry that have appeared in the last couple of decades. In

effect it is a directory of Arab falconry, how it is done, the tools

used and its history, all embellished with the authors personal

notes from his very wide experience.

Falconry is one of the very few traditional Arab pursuits that has

survived the oil boom period when so much of the desert way of

life has been completely swept aside and lost forever in barely a

generation. Indeed falconry now appears to be stronger and
more widespread and found across a wider spectrum of society

than it was, say, 100 years ago. It is certainly now big business

with no lack of funds and there are falcon breeding centres and
falcon hospitals springing up all over Arabia as evidence. Like

so many ancient sports falconry has not escaped the influence of

‘high tech’ improvements and, it seems, Arabs have been keen to

adopt the trappings of computer technology with microchipped
birds, satellite tracking and radio equipment to follow their

traditional sport.

The author gives much information on the falcon species used by
Arabs, the three main species being saker, lanner and peregrine,

and describes the various hunting prowess and abilities of each.

The emphasis is on hunting houbara but other species such as

stone curlew and hare are also mentioned. The author also

provides much information on the life and management ofmobile
hunting and trapping camps. From it all comes a strong feeling

of the love that Arabs feel for their birds.

Arab falconers have of course had their share of environmental
impact on the desert. You will be lucky to see a wild lanner these

days, peregrines are almost as likely to have jessies on as not and
there are also hybrid falcons about which are the product of two
species, neither of which occur naturally in Arabia. Of course

their traditional prey, the houbara bustard, is now critically

endangered within Arabia as a breeding species and the few that

struggle there for the winter from central Asia (and as far away as

western China) run the high risk of falling prey to falconers.

What is perhaps more worrying is the export of the sport of Arab
falconry to other countries where big bags experienced by the

grandfathers of present day falconers can still be found - well for

a season or two at any rate. These important subjects

unfortunately do not attract much comment by the author.

The book is supported by a complete pictorial record of arab

falconers, their birds, quarry, camps, trapping and training

methods, comprised ofsome 225 colour photos by the author and
his son plus more than 80 line drawings.

Hardback, 224 pages (2 15X280 mm . Price $70 ISBN 0-88839-
492-6. Also available as a Patrons Edition, ISBN 0-88839-504-

3 ($120) and as a Limited Edition, ISBN 0-88839-503-5 ($600).

Published by Hancock House, 1431 Harrison Ave, Blaine, WA
98230-5005 USA.

Birds of Fujairah and the UAE East Coast -

Checklist by Simon Aspinall (2002)

All ornithological tourists to the UAE visit the East Coast so this

simple checklist will be of particular interest to them. It is in the

same format as the Abu Dhabi checklist (see details in Phoenix
18:1 1) providing the English and scientific name of each of the

321 species that have occurred in the area (out of a total of 420
on the UAE list), with a symbolised indication of status and
commonality. There are Arabic and English introductory pages
providing basic information about the birds and habitats and 21
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excellent colour photos by the author and the Eriksens. Those

planing a trip to the area will find this book useful.

Card covers; A5 size, (28 pages). Price £3.50. Availablefrom

the author at Twitcher’s Guide, P O Box 45553, Abu Dhabi,

UAE and 7 Dussindale Drive, Norwich, Noifolk NR7 OTZ, UK.

Sponsored by Union Water and Electricity’.

Wild About Mammals by Marijcke Jongbloed,

Robert Llewelyn-Smith and Moaz Sawaf (2002)

The secondary title of this booklet is A field guide to the

terrestrial mammals to the UAE. Almost the whole of this book

is devoted to the species accounts with only short introductory

pages (2) and with a short recommended further reading list and

glossary at the end. The species accounts provide a description

of the animal its habitat, behaviour, food, reproduction,

distribution and conservation status. A tabulated page header

provides the English, scientific and Arabic names, systematic

position and basic biometric data, i.e. total length, tail length,

weight, size of footprint, size of dropping, length of step. Or

other basic measurements depending on the species and type of

mammal. The text account is supplemented by a very useful

series of photos of the animal, its droppings, footprints, hair,

burrows, etc. 31 species are covered in detail. A helpful book,

recommended.

Wire spiral bound with card covers. A5 size, 70 pages. Price

not available. Produced by the Arabian Leopard Trust.

Sponsored by Byrne, Chalmers, DHL and Portfolios. Published

by Zodiac Publishing .

Wild Plantsfrom Yemen (2002)

This booklet has been produced by the Yemen Society for the

Protection of Wildlife with sponsorship from UNDP, as an

Arabic introduction to Yemen plants (including Socotra). After

a short introduction covering habitat types and plant

communities there follows over 200 species accounts each

illustrated (often with additional close up details) with a colour

photograph, providing short notes on each species and the

scientific name. A useful field guide, even if you do not speak

Arabic.

A5 size, card covers, 62 pages. Available from Omar Al

Saghier, Wildlife Yemen (see page 21). Price £5.

Flora of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Illustrated

Vol. 2 Part 1 and Vok 3 by Shaukat Ali Chaudary
(2001 )

This monumental work in five parts is being published by the

Saudi Arabian National Herbarium. Technical reasons have

prevented it being published in the correct sequence of the

volumes and parts, for example Phoenix 18 reviewed Vol. 2,

Part 3. This listing covers Vol. 2, Part I and Vol. 3 (a single

part). It is hoped to bring news and details of the remaining Vol.

! (a single part) and Vol. 2, Part 2 in future when these have

been examined. Vol. 2, Part 1 consists of 680 pages and covers

31 families from Papilionaceae to Umbelliferae. Each family

account commences with a statement of the characteristics of the

family followed by the number of genera and species worldwide
and the numbers in Saudi Arabia. Where appropriate there are

keys to the genera and to species within genera. The text is

followed by line drawings illustrating all the species. Following
the illustrations there is then a listing of the locations specimens
were collected and their herbarium location and reference

number. Thus for the Papilionaceae, a large economically
important family with 500 genera and 1 2000 species world-wide,

we find that there are 46 genera represented in Saudi Arabia.

This single family takes up 205 pages within Vol 2 Part 1. For
each species there is a description of the plant, leaves, flowers

and seeds and a note on the regions it is found within the

Kingdom and world-wide, plus the English/Arabic names where

they exi^t. Vol. 3 has 370 pages and covers 27 families from

Hydrocharataceae to Orchidaceae. It excludes the Gramineae,
where readers are referred to the book on the grasses of the same
author published in 1989. See review, Phoenix 8:16. Vol. 3

follows the same format as Vol. 2, Part 1 above but also includes

some colour plates. Both parts mentioned here include a general

arrangement of the families as covered by the series and a colour

fold out map of Saudi Arabia in the end papers. Not
unexpectedly, Vol. 3 includes an index to all taxa dealt with in

the whole series and has an index of Arabic names.

Laminated card covers, A4 size. Price not known. Published by

the Ministry of Agriculture and Water, National Herbarium,

National Agriculture and Water Research Centre, PO Box
17285, Riyadh 11484, Saudi Arabia.

Bubiyan Island, Kuwait, 2002 by Khalid Al-

Nasrallah and George Gregory

Introduction

The Bird Monitoring and Protection Team (BMAPT) of Kuwait

carried out a series of breeding bird surveys to Bubiyan Island

(OA36) in 2002, the first significant study of birds on the island

for almost a century.

Spoonbill Ptatalea teucorodia chicks, Bubiyan 2002 (Photo: G Gregory).

Bubiyan and the smaller Warba Island (OA36/OA37) to its

north, lie to the north east of the Kuwait mainland. They are

separated from Iraq by the Khur Shatyanah and Khur Abdullah
respectively, from the Kuwait mainland by the Khur as Subiyah

and from each other by the Khur Bubiyan (see map). Bubiyan
(about 45 km x 25 km) is largely flat, formed of silt and fine sand

and not more than 5m above sea level. Adjacent to the sea the

land is in many places banked up into long low ridges and these

are covered in low shrubby halophytic vegetation, especially

Suaeda sp. Elsewhere the substratum is mostly exposed.

Bubiyan consists of a main island, mostly to the south and east,

and a series of islets to the north and west. Most of the main
island seems to be unsuitable for breeding birds, due to human
disturbance from use of roads and tracks connected to the newly

reopened bridge at Subiyah. Most sea and shore birds appear to

breed on the islets to the north and west of the main island, on

parts of the main island adjacent to the islets, and on a wrecked
ship lying in the Khur as Subiyah. Warba (about 15km x 4

km), which was not visited in 2002, appears to be similar to

Bubiyan. It is almost entirely undisturbed and is suspected of

holding a number of breeding birds. However it is at present

inaccessible to ornithologists due to the security situation. The
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waters around the islands are particularly rich in marine life, with

the Khur as Subiyah being the breeding ground of various types

of shrimps. Fish, crabs and other crustaceans are plentiful,

providing abundant food for various species of birds. There are

several fishing villages on the Kuwait mainland, along the Khur
as Subiyah. but. apart from two police posts, there is no

permanent human habitation on the islands. Fishermen based in

the nearby fishing villages pass through the main khurs, in which

there are a number of navigational markers. The smaller khurs

can only be negotiated by small shallow-draught boats at high

tide and even with these grounding is a recurrent problem. From
about April onwards, strong winds frequently render such small

boats unusable, and this is one likely reason why so little

ornithological work has been done on the islands.

Previous ornithological study of Bubiyan and
Warba Islands

A number of specimens of birds and eggs of various species in

the British Museum (Natural History) Tring, were obtained from

Bubiyan in 1878, 1879 and 1884, and from Warba in 1878

(British Museum. 1901-02). The main previous ornithological

explorations of Bubiyan were by P.Z. Cox and R E. Cheesman
in 1921, 1922 and 1923. These ornithologists also explored

Warba in 1903, 1906, 1907, 1921 and 1922 (Ticehurst, Cox and

Cheesman; 1924, 1926). Since that period there has been no

other significant bird survey to either island and no reports of

breeding birds at all.

The 2002 surveys of Bubiyan Island

The breeding bird surveys of Bubiyan in 2002 were organised

and led by Khalid Al-Nasrallah. Vice-Chairman of the Kuwait

Environment Protection Society (KEPS) and Chairman of

BMAPT. Other BMAPT members who took part were Essa

Ramada, Mahmoud Shihab Al-Ahmed, George Gregory, Fahad
Al-Mansori, Abdul Muhsen Al-Suraye'a, Andrew Bailey and

Musaad Al-Saleh. The small outboard boat was provided and

operated by Nasser Al-Nasrallah from the fishing village of Al

Maghasil on the Khur as Subiya. The Kuwait Coastguard gave

permission to BMAPT to navigate the waters around, and to land

on, Bubiyan and the wrecked boat, and accompanied the team

once, when it allowed some team members to ride on one of its

small patrol boats.

Five surveys were undertaken in 2002, on 4 March, 4 April, 3

May, 17 May and 4 June. On several occasions other planned

surveys could not be done due to high winds and tidal

restrictions. The wrecked ship in the Khur as Subiyah was
visited once, but most of the work was on the small islets, to the

north and west of the main island of Bubiyan, and the adjacent

parts of the main island itself. Most of these areas were visited

at least once, but restrictions on time meant that the full breeding

cycle of various species could not be followed through. The
exact breeding sites are not named in this article in order to

safeguard them from disturbance and shooting.

Evidence of birds breeding on Bubiyan Island in

2002

In the following accounts historical records and breeding

evidence is given for both Bubiyan and Warba, followed by
records from the present survey from Bubiyan. with comment on
the likely current status on that island. The status of birds on
Wabar is likely to be similar to Bubiyan for all species, unless

indicated otherwise.

White pelican Pelecanus onocrotalus. Confirmed breeding in

1922 (and on Warba in 1903); two second-year birds at nearby

Ras as Subiyah on 5 May 2000 in possible breeding habitat.

None seen in 2002 and no evidence of recent breeding. May
possibly breed occasionally.

Western reef heron Egretta gularis. Confirmed breeding in

1922 and 1923 (and on Warba in 1906). Four pairs breeding on
wrecked ship in Khur as Subiyah in 2001 (Al Nasrallah et al,

2001 ). In 2002 about 300 pairs were breeding, including about

10 pairs on the wrecked ship in Khur as Subiyah. Nesting was
in scattered colonies of up to 40 pairs and nests were mostly on
the ground on low shrubby ridges near khurs constructed of
Suaeda sticks, 0.5 to lm tall. One nest had five western reef

heron eggs and one grey heron egg. Many old nests were present.

Nests on the wrecked ship were mostly on deck fittings but one
old nest was inside the wheel house. Eggs were recorded from 4
March and pulli from 4 April. Hundreds of pairs are likely to

breed regularly.

1 Khur Shatyanah

2 Warba Island

3 Khur Bubiyan

4 Khur Abdallah

5 Khur al Milh

6 Khur ath Tha’ alib

7 Khur al Mughwi

8 Al Maghasil

9 Wrecked ship

10 Khur as Subiyah

1 1 Ras as Subiyah

12 Ras al Barshah

13 Ras al Qayd

Grey heron Ardea cinereo. Breeding in 192 1 and 1922 (and on
Warba in 1906 and 1921). Nine pairs confirmed on wrecked
ship in Khur as Subiyah in 2001 (Al Nasrallah et al, 2001 ). In

2002 about 100 pairs were breeding, including five pairs on the

wrecked ship in Khur as Subiyah. Nesting in mixed colonies with

reef heron. Nests were similar to reef herons but usually bigger.

Many old nests were present. Eggs were recorded from 4 March
and pulli from 4 April. About one hundred pairs are likely to
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breed regularly.

Spoonbill Platalea leucorodici. Breeding in 1922 (and on

Warba in 1907). In 2002 about 50 pairs breeding. Nesting

occurred in scattered groups of up to 6 nests in mixed colonies

with grey and reef herons. The Suaeda sticks nests were I - 1 ,5m

tall. Nests contained 1-3 eggs from 4 April and pulli recorded

from 17 May. One. apparently double, nest had six pulli in it.

Many old nests present. About 50 pairs probably breed.

Greater flamingo Phoenicopterus ruber. Breeding in 1878,

1879. 1884. 1921. 1 922 and 1923. In recent years hundreds have

been present at nearby Ras as Subiyah throughout the year in

possible breeding habitat and in Khur as Subiyah In 2002 small

numbers of adults were present in Khur as Subiyah but with no

evidence of breeding. This species could possibly breed from

time to time.

Crab plover Dramas ardeola. Breeding on Warba. probably in

1 922. In 2002 about 1 00 pairs confirmed to breed. Up to 1 000

full grown birds with two food begging juveniles on 4 April.

About 100 active nest burrows on 17 May. Two juveniles and

many adults emerged. Several eggs found outside burrows,

including one on a small islet with no nest burrows. Essa

Ramadan recorded the air temperature inside a nest burrow as

10°C lower than the air temperature just outside. About 50 old

nesting burrows also found. Probably at least 100 pairs are

breeding regularly. May be more numerous on Warba.

Slender-billed gull Lants genei. Breeding Warba in 1906 and

1921. In recent years has been seen in all months in Khur as

Subiyah. In 2002 about 200 agitated and vocal adults were

flying slowly overhead on 4 April. Four well-feathered pulli

were found at a different site on 1 7 May, where about 50 agitated

adults (lew overhead. Most of the breeding cycle appears to

have been missed. Probably regular breeder with possibly up

to several hundred pairs. May be more numerous on Warba.

Gull-billed tern Gelochelidon nilotica. Breeding in 1921 and

1922 (and on Warba in 1878 and 1921). In 2002. 69 nests with

eggs were found at a few sites on 4 April and many other nests

with eggs and pulli were found subsequently at other sites. One
nest contained two gull-billed tern eggs and one reef heron egg

- possibly egg retrieval was involved. It appears hundreds of

pairs breed regularly.

Caspian tern Sterna caspia. Breeding Warba in 1878 and

1906. In recent years it has been seen regularly over Khur as

Subiyah in all months. In 2002, 30 agitated and vocal adults

were flying slowly overhead at one site on 4 April. At another

site on 17 May about 25 adults and seven nests with apparently

predated eggs were found. Probably 25 pairs or more breed

regularly.

Swift tern Sterna bergii. No previous records. In 2002 seven

single eggs on bare sand were found on 4 March, with many
agitated adults overhead. At the same site on 4 April there were

about 300 adults. 100 single eggs and 4 downy pulli. Egg
background colour and markings were very variable and some
eggs were of the scrawled variety. One egg was partly covered

in dry blood. Site not subsequently visited. Status uncertain,

whilst it has bred at least once, more evidence is needed to

establish if breeding is regular.

Lesser crested tern Sterna bengalensis. Breeding in 1922 (and

on Warba in 1922). In 2002 five birds were flying over a khur

on 17 May. No other evidence of breeding. May breed
irregularly.

Sandwich tern Sterna sandvicensis. No previous evidence of
breeding. In 2002 three adults (one dead) were found on an islet

on 4 April. Status uncertain, might breed occasionally as it has

done on Tanageeb Bay (DB32) just to the south in Saudi Arabia

(Symens, 1991).

Common tern Sterna hirundo. No previous confirmed breeding.

In 2002 two adults were over a khur on 17 May but with no
evidence of breeding. Status uncertain, small numbers might

breed occasionally.

White-cheeked tern Sterna repressa. Bred on Warba in 1907.

In 2002 none seen and no evidence of breeding found. Status

uncertain, could breed irregularly. Breeding seems more likely

on Warba.

Bridled tern Sterna anaethetus. No previous confirmation of
breeding. In 2002 two adults over a khur on 4 April but no other

evidence of breeding. Status unknown, could breed.

Little tern Sterna albifrons. No previous confirmation of

breeding. In 2002 four adults were over a khur on 4 April and
two adults were over another khur on 17 May but no other

evidence of breeding. Status unknown, small numbers could

breed.
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Visiting Yemen in 2003

Middle East tourism took a dramatic downturn after I I

September last year. In Yemen this hit an already destitute

tourism industry, following the Abiyan shootings of 1 999 and the

numerous ‘soft’ kidnappings of the 1990’s. When I visited

Yemen in July 2002 it was not exactly the high season for tourism

to Yemen and, perhaps not unexpectedly, I saw no tourist

groups at all but I am told small parties are starting to trickle

back.

Yemen is fine if you are in a tour group as the companies
concerned will already have good local contacts for the necessary

arrangements and to cope with the bureaucracy. However it is

now more difficult to enjoy Yemen as an independent visitor than

it was a few years ago. The Government has been very keen to

crack down (it seems successfully) on soft kidnapping and has

had some success in its anti terrorism campaign but in the process

has made it quite difficult for an individual to visit the country.

Troubles start at the airport where a lone tourist ( i.e. not in a tour

group) is a cause of some concern and probably a little suspicion

and is likely to be delayed through the formalities. I had quite a

thorough check of my baggage which was unusual and I had my
passport and binoculars taken away for a period longer than I

liked. My maps were a special source of interest and I had to

return the next day for them with letters from the Yemen Society

of Protection of Wildlife explaining that I was coming to join an
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insisted on providing an escort to the next roadblock but we
would need to buy them some petrol for their car. Luckily

travelling with Yemenis all the time we were able to argue out of

most such situations but it could be tricky for unescorted

foreigners. One advantage of there being no self drive hire

vehicles yet in Yemen is that your driver would normally do the

checkpoint haggling. One good tip is to take lots of photocopies

of your travel permit so that you can give each roadblock a copy.

The blockers are much happier having their own copy of the

permit than having to examine a top copy, a process that often

includes laborious note taking. Sometimes when we had no

copies left we had to write a disclaimer for the blockers so they

had proof they had asked for a permit copy.

Things can only get better. The birds are still great and the

people are still friendly and hospitable.

Anyone wishing to arrange their own birding tour in Yemen (or

to pursue any other interest where they need to move freely and

off the beaten tourist track), are advised to contact a local tour

company who can arrange the necessary permits, vehicles with

drivers (including 4X4) and accommodation. One tour company
which has assisted ABBA on two surveys and who also comes
recommended by the Yemen Ornithological Society and Yemen
Wildlife is Arabian Eco-tours. The company has particular

experience in setting up travel to and within Socotra, including

camel treks.

You can contact them at: Arabian Eco-tours - Director Yousuf
Mohageb, address P O Box 5420 Sana'a, Yemen. Tel: 9671
442 220 Fax 9671 442 225, Email: aet@y.net.ye.

First breeding of Common Coot in the

United Arab Emirates by David A. Diskin

The common coot Fulica atra is a widespread breeding

species across Eurasia, including the Middle East, Iraq and

Iranian region. In the Arabian peninsula it is primarily a winter

visitor although there are a number of scattered breeding sites

in Saudi Arabia, Oman. Qatar and Yemen where range

expansion has occurred largely as a result of the creation of

new water bodies (Porter et al 1996). In the United Arab
Emirates the species is a regular winter visitor in small

numbers to suitable wetland sites from October to March and

has occasionally oversummered (Richardson & Aspinall

1998).

One of the main wintering sites in the UAE is the Wimpey pits

(VA27), which are to be found a few kilometres south of

Dubai along the road to Hatta. This is a good example of a

recently formed artificial wetland. At the end of the 1990s a

number of excavated pits were utilised to hold run-off water

from the adjacent Dubai sewage treatment plant. The pools

continue, at least for the moment, to be used for this purpose

and contain a good number of half-submerged bushes as well

as spreading reedbeds. They have become a prime site for

aquatic species in the UAE, including breeding little grebe

Tachybaptus ruficollis and moorhen Gallinula chloropns.

In the 2000/2001 winter up to ten coot were present at the

Wimpey pits and one to two birds were observed there during

the summer of 2001. Up to 12 birds occurred in the

2001/2002 winter and three birds were present on 19 April,

2002 with subsequent counts of one on 24 May and two on 6

June. I was birdwatching at the site on 14 June when I found,

in an area of water containing half-submerged bushes adjacent

to a reedbed, three adult coot, one of which was in attendance

on three young juveniles. The young birds proved to be very

active and rather elusive amongst the vegetation. My attention

to them on that occasion was distracted by the presence of a

red-knobbed coot Fulica cristata at the site, the first record of

this species for the UAE. However, the juveniles were seen by
myself and other observers on subsequent occasions, although

they continued to be difficult to find at times and not all the

juveniles were seen on every visit.

The three juveniles were well-grown when last seen on 1 8 July
and the adult birds also seemed to disappear at around the

same time. My only other observation during the summer
months was of an adult on 23 August. The red-knobbed coot,

in contrast, was present throughout July and August.

References: • Porter, R. F., Christensen, S. and
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made to ensure that content is accurate and correct. However
the views expressed by authors are not necessarily shared by
the Editor or the sponsors of Phoenix.

Articles relevant to the aims of the ABBA project are

welcomed, especially notes on new breeding birds, the

avifauna of specific areas or studies concerning particular

species. Notices and requests for information are welcomed
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Phoenix is published annually and contains papers, reports,

letters and announcements submitted by contributors to the

ABBA project. Papers are not refereed but every effort is

made to ensure that content is accurate and correct. However
the views expressed by authors are not necessarily shared by

the Editor or the sponsors of Phoenix.

Articles relevant to the aims of the ABBA project are
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request.

Records still needed

Readers who have records of Arabian birds, however old, and

whether published or not, are urged to make contact with the

Co-ordinator. Old records are especially valuable in assessing

population changes and range expansions and contractions.

For example, were there house sparrows Passer domesticus in

Abu Dhabi in I960? No one seems to know for sure.

Although the project concerns resident and breeding species, it

is not only proved breeding information that is required, notes

suggesting possible or probable breeding, particularly

uncommon breeding species, are also very valuable.

Information on exotics and escaped species, ringed birds and

habitats is also needed. There is still much scope for

collecting breeding bird information even for the common
species in well trodden areas. Would observers please

continue to send in records and information for their local area

and remember to copy ABBA report sheets to the local bird

recorder (if there is one). Any outstanding report sheets for

2002 or earlier years should be sent in as soon as possible. All

potential contributors will be sent full instructions on how to

submit records. ABBA recording forms, breeding birds list etc

or these can be found at
http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/arabian.birds/, the ABBA
website.

How to obtain Phoenix

One issue of Phoenix is published each year. It is issued free

to all current contributors to the ABBA project and is sent to

recent correspondents. A bundle of each issue is also passed to

all natural history and similar groups active in Arabia. It is

available on subscription for a single payment of £20 (Euro

33) for the next five issues, i.e. Nos 20-24 inclusive. Because
of the excessive bank charges for handling foreign cheques

those not having access to a UK bank account are asked to pay

in Sterling or Euro banknotes or the equivalent in foreign

currency notes. Back issues of Phoenix (Nos 1-18) are

available at £2/Euro 3 each (or the whole set for £25/Euro 40)

including postage. Those leaving Arabia might be interested

in placing a subscription order as the price represents a small

sum for all the news of Arabian birds for five years. All

subscribers will receive a reminder when their next

subscription is due. Will subscribers and observers please

remember to advise any change of address.

Index to Phoenix Nos 1-18

An up to date index of Phoenix issues Nos 1-18 can be found

at http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/arabian.birds/, the ABBA
website

Brown necked raven Conns nificollis. Peter Scott who is based at Safah
(VA23) 130 km west of Ibri, Oman, reports an albino brown-necked
raven being seen round his desert camp over several months in 2002. It

was often accompanied bv other regular BNRs.

First Breeding of White-collared
Kingfisher in Oman by P Pleasance,

P Castell, J Coburn and S Williams.

The white-collared kingfisher Halcyon clitoris is restricted in

Arabia to small breeding populations on the Batinah coast on

the UAE/Oman border (WA27) and to one or two sites on the

southern Red Sea coast. The former population, which has

never been confirmed to breed on the Oman side of the border,

has been named as H. c. kalbensis. In view of its small

population, of less than 55 pairs (Aspinall, 1996), it is

endangered.

On 27 May 2002 we hired a fishermen to take us in his boat to

the mangroves on Mahawt island lying at 20“ 34' N, 58" 10' E
(YA18) just off the Arabian Sea coast of Oman in the bay of

Gubbat Hashish. The mangrove on the island (Avicennia

marina) cover about 50 ha and include some areas of older and

open trees. We arrived an hour before high tide and were
able to explore the trees until the water got too deep. On the

west side among some of the larger trees we disturbed a pair of

white-collared kingfishers which were calling as if in alarm. A
fully fledged juvenile was then seen to solicit food from one of

the adults by begging and wing shivering, before it and

presumably its parents, flew off as a family party.
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A juvenile kingfisher still soliciting food is good evidence of

local breeding and so this record constitutes the first confirmed

breeding for Oman. The site is some 500 km in a direct line

south west of Liwa, the nearest site in Oman the species has

previously been recorded, but 750 km following a coastal

route with very limited mangrove stands in between.

Reference

.

• Aspinall, S. (1996) Status and consen’ation of
the breeding birds of the United Arab Emirates. Hobby
Publications. Liverpool and Dubai.

P Pleasance, P Casteil, J Coburn and S Williams. Wattisfield

Road, Thelnetham, Diss, Norfolk, IP22 INN.

Sites of Interest:

This column aims to provide details of the variety of bird

habitats throughout Arabia and the representative birds to be

found in each. The series of site reports appearing in the

issues of Phoenix are not meant to be a "where to watch birds

in Arabia" or a directory to the most prolific bird sites,

although a number of them are exceptionally good bird areas.

Observers are invited to write up other sites, especially those

that they have studied reasonably well, drawing special

attention to the breeding and resident species that occur. A
site may be as small as a sewage pond or similar microsite, an

urban area or as large as a whole mountain range.

Saiq Plateau, Jebel Akhdar, Oman

The Saiq plateau (XB23) of the Jebel Akhdar range lies at an

average altitude of just over 2000 m. I have visited the area

twice, first in December 1993 and January 1994 and again in

March 2002 and can provide an indication of the birds

occurring there from my own and the ABBA database records.

It is not the highest point of northern Oman, Jebel Shams
further west rises to the over 3000m, but as a highland plateau

in south-east Arabia it is unique. On first sight it appears not

very interesting but on closer inspection of the wadis which

run through it. one discovers diverse habitats with such

unusual elements as groves of walnut trees, almond and

apricot orchards, stream side willow trees. Mulberry trees

have also been reported although I have not seen them. Roses

are grown extensively for the local production of rose water.

Bani Habib village is a good centre to explore such habitats.

These highlands are also an area of human scenery. Some
villages appear to be glued to sheer cliff faces and everywhere

rustic stone built houses merge almost invisibly with the base

rocks. Terraces, which have taken generations of human toil

to construct, have vegetable crops climbing up the hillside

wherever there is a source of permanent water.

Until relatively recently the plateau was difficult to get to. Not

so long ago the only way in was by donkey or helicopter but a

track bulldozed through has meant access by 4WD vehicles.

In spring 2002 a permit to visit the plateau was still needed

from the military who maintain a camp there. At that time

access was being made very much easier by the construction

of an asphalt road to the summit where there is now a hotel for

those who do not wish to camp. (The hotel will arrange your

permit if you stay there).

The plateau has a number of villages hidden in wadis but the

village of Saiq sits on the plain. Apart from the ancient

cultivated areas the plateau has a number of bird habitats that

can be explored. In the summit areas there are many ancient

juniper trees as well as huge old wild olive trees. There is a

rubbish dump at the southern end of the plateau that should be

sought out and there are a few small dams with reservoir ponds

that attract birds. On the east side of the plateau where the

altitude rises to about 2400m there is an almost sheer drop of a

kilometre to the Gubrah bowl, creating one of the most
impressive views in Arabia, often with banks of clouds well

below the viewer. The plateau also offers opportunities to

visit lower sites that cannot be easily reached from below.
For example there is a graded track down to Masirat ar Ruajih

a village at about 1000m in the headwaters of the Wadi
Muaydin, which cannot be driven to up the wadi. There are

plenty of opportunities to camp on the plateau but make sure

you have a good sleeping bag in the winter months as it gets

cold at night.

The resident bird specialities of the Saiq plateau are wood
pigeon Columba paliunbus and Arabian red-legged partridge

Alectoris melanocephala. You will not be guaranteed seeing

either of course as both are elusive. Both are probably more
often heard than seen. Grey francolin Francolinus
pondicerianus now occur on the plateau but the sand partridge

is more likely to seen on the dry slopes when driving up. Other
specialities often regarded as highland birds in Arabia are

Hume's chat Oenanthe alboniger and long billed pipit Anthus
similis which can be quite common or infuriatingly scarce

(depending on whether you want to see them or not), striated

scops owl Otus brucei and little owl Athene noctua. More
regular species are Arabian babbler Turdoides squamiceps ,

desert lark Anunomanes deserti, pale crag martin
Pts'onoprogne fuligitla ,

scrub warbler Scotocerca inquieta ,

brown-necked raven Corvus ruficollis ,
yellow-vented bulbul

Pycnonotus xanthopygos (in July 2002 a red-vented bulbul P.

cafer was also present), palm dove Streptopelia senegalensis,

house sparrow Passer domesticus and great grey shrike

Lanins excubitor. Raptor residents include kestrel Falco

tinnunculus, Egyptian vulture Neophron pernopterus and the

lappet-faced vulture Torgos traclieliotus often puts in an
appearances and presumably nests on the mountain
somewhere. On the drier lower slopes rock doves Columba
livia and house buntings Emberiza striolata are likely to be

found. A number of species are only found on the plateau as

summer visitors, including the Indian sunbird Nectarinia

asiatica and European bee-eater Merops apiaster. The
plateau is also potentially a site for the breeding of temperate

species normally breeding much further north. For example
the isabelline shrike Lanins isabellinus has been suspected of

breeding here (Phoenix 17:12). Winter visitors attracted to

the varied habitats on the plateau include red-tailed wheatear

Oenanthe xanthoprymna (common), plain leaf warbler

Phylloscopus neglectus (sometimes quite common), tawny
pipit Anthus campestris , black redstart Phoenicians ochruros.

desert lesser whitethroat Sylvia minula
,
grey wagtail Motacilla

cinerea , blue rock thrush Monticola solitarius and steppe

eagle Aquila nipalensis. This is also one of the few places in

Oman that wintering siskin Carduelis spinus have been seen.

Wetland birds are understandably scarce even on migration but

common snipe Gallinago gallinago have occurred at the ponds
in spring.

The Jebel Akhdar hotel (Email - jakhotel@omantel.net.om) is

quiet but comfortable with modern furnished rooms and a

restaurant with a limited menu. They will provide a sketch

map of the area and footpaths to help you find your way
around.

ABBA Website

One of the saddest Arabian environment related websites

around has been ABBA’s!! Sorry about that but I just have

not had the time and knowledge to improve it. 1 am pleased to

say that I have now gained a few more skills and there are

more helpful tools around in preparing websites than when I

prepared the original a few years ago. The ‘Mark 2' ABBA
website will be available in Spring 2003
(http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/arabian.birds/). Still no cutting

edge graphics but it will be a bit more helpful to those who are

interested in ABBA or Arabian birds generally.
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ABBA Survey 31: Bir Ali and Red Sea
Islands, Yemen

There is virtually no information on the birds that breed on the

Yemen islands in the middle of the Red Sea on the ABBA
database. Snippets of observations from passing ships have

long indicated that they must be important breeding areas for

seabirds including some of the threatened and vulnerable

species of the region. To fill the gap I have had a plan for

some years to visit these islands groups, that is the Hannish

Group (IB05/1B04), the Zubair Group (IA07) and Jebel at Tair

(HB08). However the logistical problems of getting to them

have always seemed insurmountable. Especially as a visit

would have to be in midsummer, when the majority of seabirds

would be breeding. I planned with Omar A1 Saghier of

Wildlife Yemen and David Stanton, Chairman of the Yemen
Ornithological Society, to visit the Zubair and Jebel at Tair

group from Hudaydah in a joint venture sponsored by

PERSGA, who would meet the major costs. Equally unknown
are the islands off the southern coast of Yemen at Bir Ali

which have never been visited by ornithologists yet have been

rumoured to hold important seabird colonies.

A Dunn’s lark Eremalauda dunni was seen on the south coastlands of

Yemen during ABBA Survey 31 in July 2002.

I arrived in Sana’a on 30 June, a week or so before the Red
Sea islands survey could start but without any confirmation at

the time that the crucial PERSGA funds would be available. I

needed to face the possibility that the Red Sea island survey

might not go ahead. David Stanton and I therefore hatched a

contingency ‘Plan B'. We would spend a week visiting

unatlassed squares on the south coast of Yemen and surveying

breeding seabirds on the Bir Ali islands (OA04/OA05). If we
got word at Bir Ali that the Red Sea survey was to go ahead
we would make haste to Hudaydah (IB06) on the Red Sea
coast to join the rest of the team. If the Red Sea survey was
cancelled through lack of sponsorship we would continue to

the extreme east of Yemen to look at breeding species in the

Al Hawf area, which gets the SW monsoon in the summer
months. The Red Sea Survey did go ahead but Plan B could
not have progressed beyond Bir Ali in any event as David’s

Landrover suffered irreparable breakdown there, requiring it to

be brought back to Sana’a on the back of a lorry on 6/7 July.

We travelled to meet the others in Hudaydah on 8 July.

This report concerns the ABBA data collected during the

seabird surveys to the Bir Ali islands, the Zubair group and six

islands north of Kamaran island (IB 07 ) . It has taken into

account the views of the other members of the survey.

However conclusions drawn in respect of the breeding

evidence and breeding numbers are not necessarily the same as

those of the other members. A more detailed report on this

survey is being prepared by Omar al Saghier for submission to

PERSGA and will include his report on the Hannish group,

which was visited after I returned to the UK. Scientific names
of birds mentioned in the text are given at Table 1 . if they were
recorded on the islands, the names of others appear in (he text

as appropriate.

The names of all islands used in this paper are taken from
commercially available charts and the Red Sea and Gulf of
Aden Pilot (Navy Hydrographer, 1987 ) which are published by
the British Admiralty. Local names are shown if known.

Bir Ali islands (OA04/OA05), 2-7 July.

DBS and I were accompanied on this part of the survey by
Abdul Salam Qasim Khalid of the Ecotourism Department of

the Ministry of Tourism and the Environment. The trip to Bir

Ali included travel along the coast from Shuqra (LB03) to

Rudum (NB05). That leg included three squares for which

there were no previous records at all on the ABBA database.

Birds found in that leg were unspectacular for the locality but

we did note the southernmost Dunn’s lark Eremalauda dunni
recorded in Arabia on (he coastal plain near Al Hamia (NB04).
We also had Arabian golden sparrow Passer euddorus
breeding near Rudum, equalling the easternmost breeding

record for the species.

At Bir Ali we were able to hire a boat on 5 July to take us to

the islands which lie up to 12 km from the mainland. There
are four islands: Halaniyah, Sikha, Barraqah and Ghadarayn.
They can all be visited in a day although if one wanted to make
a landing and explore the islands in detail this would probably

require two days. The hinterland of Bir Ali has seen much
volcanic activity and all the islands are of volcanic origin.

A summary of all the birds observed on these and the Red Sea
islands including their breeding status, is shown at Table 1

.

Table 2 provides data on our counts or estimates of the number
of breeding birds on islands. In the following paragraphs
narrative information is provided on the topography, vegetation

and breeding birds of each island.

Halaniyah island (OA05) lies only 300 m offshore from the

promontory of Husn al Ghurab. It is a 300 m long. low-lying

island rising only to about 10 m above the sea. We passed it

without landing at a distance of about 25m. Its surface was
rugged volcanic rocks with one or two patches of sand but no
vegetation at all. Indeed none of the islands in the group had
any vegetation. This island had only a few sooty gulls loafing

on it.

Sikha (OA04) is about 700 m across at its widest but has a

much indented coastline, a mainly cliff sided aspect but a

sandy beach on the east side where boats can land. There is a

small saline lagoon near the beach about 100 m in diameter.

Fishermen have erected two shelters here. These were not

occupied during our visit but they may be occupied at other

times during the year. Sikha rises to about 100 m above the

sea. From the lagoon access to the cliff areas was relatively

straightforward. There were some 600 brown boobies perched
on the ledged cliffs, including several which appeared to be
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Connected Island (in the
Zubair group) held small
colonies of white-eyed
gulls (with eggs) and
brown boobies (with nests

about to receive eggs).

Zubair main island
showing campsite, coastal

hafophytic scrub, lava bed
and northernmost volcano
cone. This island held an
estimated 5000 pairs of
brown boobies.

Quoin Island, the smallest

island in the Zubair
group, had a pair of sooty

falcons, two ospreys and
dozens of loafing brown
boobies.
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Brown booby nests were
all over Zubair and Saba
islands in the Zubair
group. The large majority
of completed nests
appeared about to receive

eggs. Six nests on Saba
island already had one
egg-

Sooty gull nests with eggs
usually occurred singly or

in small groups of a few
pairs on the Red Sea
islands. Although there

were large numbers
present no major colonies

were found. There were
up to three eggs in a

clutch.

White-eyed gull nests were
very variable, they could

be simple scrapings in the

sand, formed with a

platform of pebbles (as

here) and others were
well constructed of
vegetation and beach
debris. One nest was
found with eggs in the

bowl of a recently used

osprey nest.
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pairs displaying and interacting with one another. There were

no signs of nests under construction and birds did not appear

to be very territorial. Also the ledges did not seem suitable

for breeding (too narrow) and no nests were seen from

above. It is hard to imagine that all these birds were breeding

adults from other colonies, such as in the Halaniyat islands,

Oman. 1 000 km to the east: Socotra. 400 km south east, or

the islands of the southern Red Sea, 600 km to the west.

They may breed on the flatter surface of the island interior at

another time of the year. Another possibility is that they nest

on top of Barraqah island (see below) but it is also possible

that they nest on a nearby mainland cliff which we did not

visit but which appeared from a distance to be covered with

much white guano. Sikha also held some 3500 sooty gulls

and it seemed they would breed somewhere on these islands

soon. During our landing we climbed to overlook the cliffs.

Several bridled terns were seen to leave crevices on a high

ledge and when I climbed down to inspect the crevices I was
mobbed by these terns - they must have been breeding but I

found no nests in that slightly precarious place. There were

35 swift terns settled round the island but with no signs of

breeding. One striated heron was present. Just off the

island we saw a probable Audubon’s shearwater.

Barraqah (OA04) is a roughly square sided island (sides

about 600 m long) presenting an almost precipitous cliff on

all sides except the northern corner which we judged could

be scrambled up without any special equipment. It is about

200 m at it highest and said to have a crater in its centre.

About Barraqah we saw three red-billed tropicbirds, they

probably breed locally but winter is the more likely breeding

season. Barraqah looks whitish from a distance caused by

the deposition of guano on much of its sides and ledges. As
we approached the southern side the whole of the summit

ridge was lined with Socotra cormorants, as were many of

the ledges. All around in the sea there were lines of

cormorants fishing or returning to or departing from the

island. As we rounded the south west corner, a low 5m wide

ledge about a metre or so above the sea at the time came into

view, it ran along most of the east side of the island. This

ledge was completely covered with Socotra cormorants. Our
estimates ranged from 15-20.000 birds. They were almost all

adults and in breeding plumage, many displaying white

filoplumes on the head which only briefly appear on breeding

adults. We were not able to land to inspect the summit

crater area so could only assume that the cormorants would

breed on the top of the island as the local fishermen said they

did. Apparently the fishermen climb up to the colony later in

the year to collect the young birds for food but they were a

bit vague as to what time of year this happens. They suggest

young were collected in September but this would seem too

early. Although these islands have long been rumoured as a

breeding site it can now be confirmed as the westernmost
breeding colony for this restricted range species. Apart from
a few brown boobies and two swift terns there were no other

birds present on the island. Later that afternoon we saw an
estimated 20,000 cormorants collectively feeding in Bir Ali

harbour, these would have been the same birds, so our
estimate for the local breeding population is about 10,000
pairs. (In November 1989 during ABBA Survey 8,

approximately 33,000 birds were counted feeding along the

coast near Bir Ali).

Ghadarayn (OA04/05) is one narrow rocky (non

precipitous) island about 600 m long and two small ones,

each about 200 m long. There was very little guano on these

islands indicating that they are little used for roosting or

nesting by seabirds. One of the small islets has a sandy
beach and is easily landed on. On the larger island there

was a population of Forbes-Watson’s swifts. They were

about the main island during most of our visit, engaged in

screeching chases and apparent aerial copulation. These
birds had a single drawn out screech unlike the short multiple

screeches of aerial chases among common swift Apas apus.

There appeared to be about 300 birds. These swifts were

also seen at several places on the mainland nearby. Two
hundred sooty gulls were present. The only other birds on
these islands were six striated herons (probably breeding)

and a single reef heron. The latter are extremely scarce on

the south coast of Yemen in summer as there are few, if any.

suitable breeding sites, such as undisturbed islands with

bushes.

Bir Al Volcano lake (OA05), also know as Karif Sharan, lies

2 km east of the town and was visited on 6 July. This

complete crater is close enough to the sea to admit seawater

through the ground, which forms a permanent lake. It has a

fringe of old mangrove trees almost completely surrounding

the lake. The birds of this unique site have never been

reported and a visit to the site was a sub-target of ‘Plan B'.

An early morning ascent of the crater rim and descent into

the bowl is recommended especially in early July when
temperatures are high (takes about an hour). It is not

possible to walk all the way round the lake between

mangrove clad shore and crater wall, which is perhaps 400 m
in diameter. We walked round about one third.

43°E 49°E
ABBA Survey 31: Island Groups. A = Bir Ali Group; B = Zuhair Group; C-C = Islands north of Kamaran; D = Jebel at Tair; E = Hannish Group.
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Table 1: Summary of birds present at each island

group

Notes to Table I.

B = Breeding confirmed during present survey (i.e. BECs 10 - 16).

Bir Ali

Islands

Zubair

Group
North of

Kamaran

Audubon’s shearwater

Puffmus llierminieri

m

Red-billed tropicbird Phaethon

aethereus

m m rn

Masked booby Sula dactylatra m

Brown booby Sula leucogaster b B B

Socotra cormorant Plialacmcorax

nigrogularis

B

Pink-backed pelican Pelecanus

rufescens

P m

Striated heron Butorides striatus m B B

Reef heron Egretfa gularis p b m

Goliath heron Ardea goliath b

Spoonbill Platalea leucorodia B

Greater flamingo

Phoenicopterus ruber
P P

Osprey Pandion haliaetus b B B

Sooty falcon Falco concolor b b

Crab plover Dramas ardeola B

Kentish plover Charadrius

alexandrinus

B

Sooty gull Larus hemprichii b B B

White-eyed gull Larus

leucophthahmis

B B

Caspian tem Sterna caspia in b

Swift tem Sterna bergii in b

Lesser crested tem Sterna

bengalensis
p B

White-cheeked tem Sterna

repressa

B

Bridled tem Sterna anaethetus B m B

Saunder's little tem Sterna

saundersi

b

Common noddy Arums stolidus m

Chestnut-bellied sandgrouse

Pterocles exustus

B

Forbes-Watson’s Swift Apus
berloiz.i

b

Black-crowned finchlark

Eremopterix nigriceps

b

Hoopoe lark Alaemon ahwdipes B

Mangrove warbler Acrocephalus

avicenniae b

Brown-necked raven Conms
nificollis B

h = Breeding probable on evidence gained during present survey (i.e.

BECs 3 - 9).

m = Might breed: recorded during the present survey and thought likely

to breed as conditions suitable but no evidence gained (i.e. BECs I <6 2).

p = Recorded during present survey but no evidence collected for
current breeding and conditions did not seem rightfrom breeding.

There were many more breeding or potentially breeding species on the

islands to the north of Kamaran because of the greater habitat diversity,

especially mangrove thickets and more varied vegetation generally and
extensive sandy areas suitable for nesting colonies of several species.

Unfortunately there was nothing specific to the mangroves
such as striated heron, clamorous warbler Acrocephalus

stentoreus or mangrove warbler, or using the bushes for

nesting, such as reef heron. The birds we found were rather

dull for such an unusual site, consisting of a few yellow-

vented bulbuls Pycnonotus xcinthopygos. blackstarts

Cercomela melamtra, desert larks Ammomanes deserti, and a

little green bee-eater Merops orientalis. A pale crag martin

Ptxonoprogne fitligula, rock dove Columba livio and fan-

tailed ravens Corvus rhipidurus were round the crater rim.

An early migrant redshank Tringa totanus was on the

lakeshore.

Red Sea islands

We arrived at Hudaydah on 8 July where we met up with

Omar al Saghier the leader of the Red Sea islands survey.

Other members of the team were Nadim Mohammad
Abdullah Talib and Ahmed Saeed Suleiman, both of the

Socotra bio-diversity project (Ahmed Saeed is a Socotri).

They both had considerable experience of seabird population

surveys. Maeen Lutf Aswati of the Environmental

Protection Authority was participating as a EPA observer.

Rafiq al Jahoub was a security officer assigned to the party.

We set sail from Hudaydah on 9 July for Saleef some 70 km
north up the coast, opposite Kamaran island. During the

eight hour voyage doubts about the vessel’s speed, its

excessive fuel consumption and its ability to get to the Zubair

islands became a concern to us. In the event the vessel

captain felt that he did not have the experience to get us to

and about the Zubair islands so at Saleef we began

negotiations with the army detachment on Kamaran for the

hire of one of their vessels with a crew. We were successful

and set sail for the Zubair group (60 km distant) with two
army personnel on the afternoon of the I I July, arriving at

Zubair island at nightfall.

During the voyage from Hudaydah to Saleef we had a single

Wilson’s storm petrel Oceanites oceanicus just north of

Hudaydah. On the route to Zubair we saw another five.

They appear to be an irregular visitor to the Red Sea during

the Antarctic winter. We also saw two common noddies on

the way to Zubair but none were seen during our visit to the

islands. We spent four days at the Zubair group and then

went on to the islands north of Kamaran island (via Saleef)

for a further five days. As there were considerable

differences between the geology and topography of the two

groups of islands they are treated separately below. Whilst

at Saleef we made a short visit to mangroves on the north

east of Kamaran island where we found breeding spoonbills

and reef herons and among other species observed Goliath

heron. (These mangroves are mainly Avicetmia marina but

include a few stands of Rltizophora mucrcmata). We also

had several singing clamorous warblers.
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Zubair Group of Islands (all IA07; 11-15 July)

This group comprises ten main islands and a couple of small

rocks. All the islands are of volcanic origin, being eroded

ash cones and lava. They are situated adjacent to the deep

waters of the central Red Sea trench (all around the island the

sea has depths of 500 m or more) and close to the Red Sea

shipping lanes. Several islands are devoid of vegetation and

only a few have sandy shores suitable for landing. Resident

passerines were absent from these islands possibly on

account of the large population of summer breeding sooty

falcons. Breeding terns were also absent. This may be for

the same reason because sooty falcons are known to take

small terns like bridled and white-cheeked terns in the

absence of passerine prey. With the exception of Saba island

the overall level of disturbance to birds on the islands was
probably low, because of the difficulty in landing and in

moving around on them. Since the Eritrean occupation some
years ago of Hannish island further south, the islands have

become politically sensitive and as a result there are now
small army camps on Zubair and Centre Peak islands. The
personnel of these camps are a threat to the seabirds as they

are known to collect birds eggs and young for food. They
are also probably the source of introduced cats on those two

islands and possibly even the solitary dog that we saw on

Zubair island. Fishermen in the area use the islands as

sheltered anchorage at night and from their reports they

appear to regularly come ashore to sleep and to seek out

birds' eggs and probably also turtle eggs. There was
evidence of turtles nesting on several islands. The weather

11-13 July was very overcast with low cloud, poor visibility

and high humidity. It was hot and sunny 14 & 15 July but

still with rather poor visibility. A strong breeze came from

the west most afternoons.

Zubair Island (called al Alam by the army) is the largest

island in the group, being approximately 5.7 km north to

south and 3.6 km at its widest, overall about 1500 ha. It has

three volcanic cones (the highest rising to 224 m). Its

surface is mostly accessible on foot but it is very inhospitable

being mainly sharp broken lava which is extremely difficult

to traverse on foot. The only path runs along part of the west

shore. Because of these problems we visited only about half

the island surface. We made our campsite for four nights on

the north west corner of the island where there was a small

sandy beach and some halophytic bushes. The campsite was

just south of the military camp of about 20 personnel. The
island had numerous cats. About a third of the island (except

for the lava cones and apparently the centre of the island) is

covered in a loose colony of brown boobies. Nests were

constructed of vegetation and small items of rubbish and

usually occupied by one or two birds, often displaying to

each other. Many nests appeared to be about to receive eggs.

It was not possible to count the booby nests on account of the

difficult terrain. The nest density was about 5-30 nests per

ha. Therefore with an average of, say, ten nests per ha, there

may be a population of 5000 pairs on the island. (This

estimated average nest density proved to be almost exactly

the same as the average nest density on Saba island, where

most nests could be counted). There were two pairs of sooty

falcons and possibly two or three pairs of ospreys and many
old nests. Striated heron were present and probably breeding

but the few sooty and white-eyed gulls noted did not appear

to be breeding or preparing to breed.

Connected island (Arabic name is Egle, which means calf) is

a roughly circular cone of ash (800m on its longest side) with

a prominent lava cap, in places the powdery nature of the

ash cone was continuously crumbling onto the beach. The
island was mostly precipitous but there was an accessible

black volcanic sand beach on the northern tip and low rocky
shelves on the south side where we could land. The beach
on the northern corner held 1 1 white-eyed gull nests with

eggs. These were the first nest found in Yemen since

Heuglin found nests with eggs on Perim island in September
1857 (von Warthausen, 1860). On the southern shelf we
found 49 brown booby nests about to receive eggs. There
were about 500 boobies present on the island but the

majority were probably just resting or birds from the Zubair
or Saba colonies. There were at least three pairs of sooty

falcon. Other birds present were sooty gull, Caspian tern,

osprey and striated heron.

Shoe rock lies to the SE of Connected island. It is small (40

m long) and low lying and consisting of mainly jagged rocks.

It was judged unsuitable for nesting seabirds. We passed
within 30 m of it and only saw a few resting sooty gulls and
brown boobies.

Centre Peak Island is called Zubair island by the army. It is

2.5 km at its longest and only slightly less broad and has

three prominent peaks, two of which have disused

lighthouses. The northern shore is rocky but has a narrow
coastal plain and here lies the dispersed army camp of about

50 shelters linked by a rough graded track. We landed at a

small jetty by the army camp. We also landed at a sandy
beach and rocky shelf on the south shore where there was a

small colony of white-eyed gulls (six nests with eggs and six

more nests were empty). One nest with an egg was on the

soft lining of a recently used osprey nest. (Other old osprey

nests on other islands were found to contain fresh brown
booby and sooty gull eggs). There were probably five pairs

of sooty falcon on this island. Other birds present were
striated heron, brown booby (about 100 loafing) and osprey.

A single bridled tern was seen nearby in the sea. Much of

the island could have been explored on foot with a scramble

but the military sensitivities were such that we decided not to

do so. It did not appear that there were any other seabird

colonies.

Low(0 .4 km). Saddle (I km), Table Peak(0 .6 km). Rugged
(1.2 km) and Haycock (1.2 km) islands were mostly

inaccessible with sheer cliff sides. The highest charted

height was Saddle island, 178 m. (Size is longest axis). All

are precipitous except Low island which is a volcanic crater

that barely breaks the surface (38 m high), has then let the

water in on one side and is therefore horseshoe shaped. No
landing was made on any of these islands. All had sooty

falcon pairs, brown boobies, sooty gulls and ospreys resting

or flying around nearby. Small numbers of masked booby
(probably a total of just in excess of 50) were seen about

these islands, mostly appeared to come off the tops of the

islands. They could have been breeding or preparing to

breed there but this could not be confirmed.

Unnamed rocks lying to west of above group were larger

than Shoe Rock but were similarly unsuitable for breeding

seabirds. We passed them at about 300 m on 15 July.

Saba island was different to the other islands in the group.

It is roughly circular (1.8 x 1.5 km) and volcanic in origin

with two cones but much of the surface was low lying and

sandy, with several large lagoons and much halophytic scrub

and some Cyperus sp. It was extensively explored on foot.

A large part of the low-lying area and the sides and rims of

the volcanoes was occupied by brown boobies with many
nests, well-constructed of vegetation, most of which

appeared about to receive eggs. Some 803 nests were

counted and another 438 were estimated making the total

breeding population about 1241 pairs. The area inhabited

by the boobies was calculated as approximately 120 ha.
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Table 2: Summary of likely breeding populations (pairs) of selected non-passerine birds on each island visited

Masked

booby

Brown

booby

Socotra

cormorant

Spoonbill

Sooty

falcon

Crab

plover

Sooty

gull

White-eyed

gull

Lesser

crested

tem

White-cheeked

tem

Bridled

tem

Bir Ali Sikha 300 1250 20

Barraqah 10000

Ghadarayn 100

Zubair

Group
Zubair 5000 2 20

Connected 49 3 20 28

Centre Peak 5 10 12

Low i

Saddle 10 3 5

Table Peak 2 i

Rugged 5 2

Haycock 10 3

Saba 1240 3 50 127

Quoin i

North of

Kamaran
Kadaman 680 100 110 200 4500

Hataban 100

Badi 30 150 175 250 1000 225

Uqban i

Kutamah 270 i 1 10 361 250

Tiqfash (pt) 50 1000 150

Total 27 5859 10000 30 30 830 1890 888 250 2200 4995

This list is intended to be indicative of the breeding populations present and makes assumptions of breeding numbers from the birds observed on each
island and their behaviour. For example brown boobies were present on most islands but often they were clearly only resting, they were actively

breeding only on a few islands. Some species were less obvious breeders, for example sooty gulls, which nest in isolated and small colonies on many
islands, could easily be missed. Therefore for that species adults counted were judged to be the breeding population. The list includes only those species

proved to be breeding or likely to breed soon. ‘Pairs' has been used as a common denominator, see text for numbers actually breeding and for other
species likely to breed but not included on the table.

making about ten nests to the ha. Six nests had one egg.

Despite our best efforts five nests were robbed of eggs by

sooty guils during our visit. All eggs were fresh. These
boobies are known to nest sub-annually elsewhere and a

colony usually shows a marked lack of synchrony in the

nesting season (Nelson, 1978). However it would appear

that from our limited observations on Zubair and Saba
islands that there was a relatively high degree of

synchronised breeding, as all pairs seemed about to lay and
the six fresh single eggs found suggest this process had just

started. I believe that the colony on Saba and Zubair

constitute the main breeding population for the island group.

Although there may well be small colonies elsewhere, as we
found on Connected Island, the majority of birds on the other

islands are probably loafing adults (from the colonies), and
immature birds. I believe the birds present on the other

islands should not be interpreted as the breeding population

of those islands. White-eyed gulls were also nesting in two
colonies on Saba. 20 nests had eggs but most nests appeared
about to receive eggs. It was estimated that 127 pairs were
present. On Saba, as elsewhere in the Zubair group and also

in the northern islands, we noted numerous white-eyed gull

nest scraps ready to receive eggs in the various colonies,

suggesting that egg laying starts in this part of the Red Sea

about the second week of July. There were six sooty gull

nests with eggs, either nesting singly or in small loose

colonies. Sooty gulls are much less colonial than white-

eyed gulls and have a tendency to have isolated single nests

anywhere on the islands. Because of this we found
probably fewer sooty gull nests than there were actually

breeding. The white-eyed gulls nesting on Saba did not

appear to be predated by the sooty gulls. (A record of the

clutch size of all nests, where this information was recorded,

appears at Table 3). A brood of three unfledged but mobile

striated heron chicks were seen and there were four reef

herons present (two pairs?). However searches of the

saltbushes on the island did not even reveal any old nests.

Three pairs of sooty falcons, an osprey and two Caspian terns

were also seen and probably breed there at other times. The
shallow lagoons had a base of thick glutinous black mud and
must have held good populations of invertebrates as a flock

of 17 greater flamingo were present. Seven pink-backed

pelicans were using the lagoons to rest.

Quoin Island is an outlying wedge shaped volcanic rock

(about 150 m long) situated some 6.5 km north of Haycock
island. We did not land but we passed within 40m of it and
saw a pair of sooty falcons, an osprey and 50 or so loafing
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brown boobies. The islet was flat enough in places for the

latter species to breed but, like the osprey, they may have

difficulty finding suitable nesting material.

Mangrove warblers Acrocephalus avicenniae were only recorded on

Badi Island where they were singing and paired.

Islands North of Kamaran (IA08, IB08, IA07,

IB07; 15-20 July)

There are numerous islands north of Kamaran island which

extend to the Farasan Bank of Saudi Arabia. We were able

to survey five of these, all relatively large islands, in the

south of the group, plus part of Tiqfash, which is the largest

island in the area after Kamaran. These islands have a

different geology to those of the Zubair group, being mainly

sandy with a coralline limestone substrate and they are

situated in shallow seas. Most of them have some vegetation

cover of halophytic scrub and Cyperus, Limonium and

occasionally Salvadora persica. The birds were different

also, with a greater species range and especially the presence

of breeding terns. Another difference was the presence of

breeding landbirds, including four passerines. The weather

was generally very hot during our presence with good
visibility. There was only a minimal military presence on

one island and there was a fishermen’s camp (probably

Table 3: Clutch sizes: Red Sea seabirds, July 2002

Cl C2 C3 Total Nests

Brown booby 8 8

Sooty gull 13 3 8 24

White-eyed gull 17 16 12 45

Bridled tern >100 >100

White-cheeked tem 10 12 22

Lesser crested tem 2 2

This table only records those nests where the clutch size was recorded.

permanent) on another. There were many more fishermen

active around these islands than on Zubair because of the

closer proximity to the coastal settlements. Cats were seen

on two islands. All these islands had terrestrial reptiles,

probably at least three species of lizard (including a lacerta, a

skink and a gecko).

Kadaman (IB08) is a wedge shaped sandy island about 3 km
long with no exposed rock and halophytic scrub over the

majority of the surface. It held an estimated 4500 pairs of

breeding bridled terns (extrapolated from a breeding density

of about 50 pairs per ha). All nests found on this island (and

all others found elsewhere in the group) held either a single

egg or a single chick. There were also four colonies of crab

plover, totalling 680 pairs (estimated colony size from adults

present was 55, 350, 150 and 125 pairs). These nests were
excavated in an area of Suaedci bushes but were not

examined closely for fear of collapsing nests. It seemed that

nests were for the most part still being excavated but on one
occasion an adult was seen landing at a colony with a small

crab as if to feed young. There was evidence at one colony

of egg collecting in previous years (a plastic bottle end tied

to a stick to make a crude long handled spoon) and fishermen

talked of taking the eggs. Six nests of sooty gull were found
containing eggs. There were also 86 nests of white-eyed gull

(none yet with eggs) and 200 nests of white-cheeked tern, 41

with eggs. A group of up to 34 Saunders’ little tern were
regularly on the eastern sandbar near where we camped for

three nights and these appeared to be ready to breed but no
evidence of breeding other than food passing was observed.

Old nests of osprey and striated heron were found. The
striated heron was present on all the islands mentioned.

Kadaman held hoopoe larks, which were present on all the

other islands we visited in the group.

Hataban (IA08/IB08) was the smallest island visited in the

group, about 300 m long, it was sandy with no exposed rock.

Possibly 100 pairs of bridled terns were present but they had

apparently finished breeding on account of the broken

eggshells present - none of the nests found had eggs or

young in them. There was an apparently abandoned nest of

Kentish plover with two eggs and old nests of osprey (an

adult pair and a juvenile were at one nest). There were
black-crowned finchlark found here in some number, and

these larks were seen on all subsequent islands visited in the

group.

Badi (IA08/IB08/IA07/IB07) island is 5.6 km on its longest

axis, it had a mangrove-clad lagoon connected to the sea by a

channel. It was otherwise sandy with no rock exposed. The
mangroves held a breeding colony of spoonbill. At least 18

nests were counted and at least one of these had a white

chick in it and another seemed to contain eggs by the

apparent egg-turning motions of the adult present. There
were 61 spoonbill observed altogether suggesting the nests

counted could be a minimum. Reef heron, Goliath heron and

striated heron were also present in the mangroves and all are

likely to be breeding, although no evidence was obtained.

Breeding seabirds were sooty gull with over 200 birds

present and but 1 3 nests with eggs and a lot of empty nests

ready to receive eggs. There were approximately 500 white-

eyed gull present but only eight nests with eggs and a number
of empty nests. About 2200 white-cheeked tern were

counted, with 278 nests with eggs and many nests yet to

receive eggs. Although there were some 450 bridled tern

present only two nests, each with a single egg. were found.

An old nesting colony of crab plover and an osprey nest were

noted. The mangroves contained an apparent healthy

population of mangrove warblers which were singing and

paired, however there were no clamorous warblers seen

despite them being numerous in the nearby Kamaran
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mangroves. A red-billed tropic bird was just offshore but

this island lacks the rock crevices for the species to breed.

Uqban (IA08/IA07) is a long (8.8 km) narrow island, with a

rocky limestone spine and low limestone cliffs on most

shores (up to about 7m.). It was poor for breeding species,

possibly due to the small military/coastguard camp (four

residents and one hut) situated in the centre of the islands

but more likely because of the several cats present. There

was one feral dog at the military camp. The hut seemed to

be a popular spot for fishermen to spend the day. We
camped one night there. All the regular seabirds were

present in small numbers including Caspian and swift terns,

and 165 brown boobies. No seabirds were confirmed to

breed. There was a pair of sooty falcon. Several chestnut-

bellied sandgrouse were seen and eggshells, which appeared

to belong to this species, were found. Four brown-necked

raven around the camp were a surprise. They breed as an old

nest was found.

Kutamah (IA08) is another long island (6 km) with a rocky

limestone spine and low rocky coastal cliffs which surround

the majority of the island and rise to about 10m There is a

permanent fishing camp on the only sandy shore on the west,

which appears to have been established in the last two or

three years but is already becoming scruffy with rubbish,

causing pollution of the beach and sea. This island had the

most variety of vegetation of all islands visited, having

Commiphora shrubs. Euphorbia cactus, Salvadora persica,

grasses and a number of herbs. We camped one night. In

contrast with Uqban this island was good for breeding

seabirds. Breeding birds were sooty gull (250 birds with

chicks and eggs in nests), white-eyed gull (361 birds, 66
nests with eggs), lesser crested tern (500 birds at one colony

but only one nest with eggs) and an estimated 272 pairs of

brown booby many with nests and at least two with a single

egg. There was one pair of sooty falcon and like Uqban
chestnut-bellied sandgrouse and brown-necked raven were

present. At one location 25 swift tern were on the shore and

a group of 13 Caspian terns, the highest number recorded

together, were at another. There are probably no more than

20 pairs of Caspian terns on all the islands visited. A single

red-billed tropicbird was observed offshore.

Tiqfash (IA08) is the largest island in the group, about 12.8

km long and about 4 km wide, but we only had time to

examine a small part of the north coast (possibly 10% of the

island) on the last day of the survey. There is reported to be
a mangrove stand on the island. We found breeding sooty

gull (about 50 pairs, one nest with eggs), white-cheeked tern

(about 1000 pairs with eggs and chicks) and bridled tern

(about 1500 pairs mostly finished breeding but at least three

chicks still in nests). There were old nests of osprey and
possibly a nest scrape of a chestnut-bellied sandgrouse (the

scrape was associated with adult on the ground); lesser

crested tern and white-eyed gull were present without any
evidence of breeding.

Conclusion

Whilst the survey was incomplete and hampered by the

extremely difficult conditions showed that the Zubair group
of islands hold important breeding populations of seabirds

with significant populations of notably brown booby, sooty

gull, white-eyed gull and sooty falcon. The islands also may
be the northernmost colony of masked booby.

We were unfortunately thwarted in all our attempts to get to

the isolated Jebel at Tair (HB08) which is probably also

important for seabirds. This large rocky island lies some 61

km NNW of Zubair island, and 49 km from Kutamah. We
had planned to visit the island after the Zubair group on the

way back to Saleef but engine problems and fuel worries

prevented this. We tried again on 20 July from Kutamah
having stayed an extra day specifically for the purpose but

unfortunately the sea state was too rough for the round trip of

at least 100 km in an open boat. Omar al Saghier was
equally unlucky in a further attempt to reach the island from
Luhayyah (IB08) after he visited the Hannish group.

After Tiqfash the survey team returned to Hudaydah where
myself and David Stanton left the survey. Omar and the

remaining members were to go on and survey the Hannish
group. Their survey off those islands will be published

separately.

Swift terns Sterna bergii observations indicated that they would breed

later (July - August) on the islands north of Kamaran.
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A booted warbler Hippolais caligata sang in Kuwait in Spring 2002 -

see page 21.

Taxonomy and Common names of ABBA
breeding birds

When the ABBA project began in 1983 there was a relatively

robust and much followed system of bird order and taxonomy
for the Holarctic realm. This was promulgated by K H Voous
in 1973 &1977 as A recent list of Holarctic bird species', (Ibis

1 15:612-638 & 1 19: 223-250,376-406). The ‘Voous list’, as

it became known, although not perfect was a general standard

accepted by most palearctic bird people and followed by
several major works during more than 20 years. ABBA
generally used the Voous list for its species order of Arabian
birds and scientific nomenclature (although less so for English

names). When the original ABBA breeding bird list was
compiled there were very few birds breeding in Arabia which
did not appear on the Voous list. Those that were on the

Voous list were given an ABBA reference number relating to

the order they appeared on the list. (This numbering sequence
was also adopted by EURING and has been used at various

times by other recorders, including in the Arabian peninsula).

Arabian breeding birds not on the Voous list have been given

ABBA numbers in a sequence beginning 2000, in the order in

which they were added to the ABBA database. These
additional species have followed whatever
taxonomy/nomenclature system that seems appropriate for

them at the time. The majority of these birds are either

African or Indian (oriental) in origin for which there are

standard reference works. The new birds include a large

number of oriental exotics introduced into Arabia by man. All

species on the ABBA database, including those numbered
2000+, also have a linked number, used only by the database

to allow species to be manipulated or listed in taxonomic
order.

In 1983 DNA studies of comparative taxonomy were in their

infancy and at that time no one could have predicted the

wholesale review of zoological taxa that would take place.

However this new science has given us just as much room for

debate and personal opinion as the old subjective taxonomy,
but it is unarguably more precise, enabling more informed

opinions on species, races and relationships. DNA studies

have produced a plethora of new bird species and

relationships in the palearctic region so that for any single

location there are new species to deal with. Many birds

previously thought of as races have been split off as whole
species and seemingly unlikely candidates joined as very close

relatives. The general drift has been to much greater splitting

than previously, a view that seems to be acceptable to most
bird people. I am a lumper by preference but I recognise that

the splitting will continue for many years yet.

The ABBA species numbering system is central to the

database format and with 50,000 or so records now held it is

not practicable at this stage of the project to carry out a major
review of all records to realign them in accordance with

modern species taxonomy and nomenclature. However when
the final Atlas is published it will reflect the generality of

taxonomic thought at the time and, as far as possible, the up to

date English names. Thus some of our old favourites will

have to disappear, such as pale crag martin which will become
African rock martin and great grey shrike becomes southern

grey shrike Lanins meridionalis. Even one of the new
breeding species, African reed warbler Acrocephalus
baeticatus will be updated to mangrove warbler Acrocephalus
avicenniae (Sangster, 1997) and no doubt many others. The
speed with which new names and splits are appearing seems to

be accelerating. The last issue of Ibis (Vol 144, No 4) drew
attention to the greater flamingo becoming Phoenicopterus

roseus (Acknowledging the split of the three races into three

species, with Caribbean flamingo now P. ruber and Chilean
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flamingo becoming P. chilensis)
-

,
not unexpectedly the

houbara is split into two species; houbara Chlamydotis

undulata in the west and Macqueen’s bustard C. macqueenii

in the east. The same issue also supported several new
opinions on palearctic Acrocephcilus and Hippolois warblers.

Those readers who, over the years, have taken me to task

over taxonomic and nomenclature issues on the list and

English names of ABBA breeding species used in Phoenix

,

can now make a real contribution to the format of the final

Atlas by identifying their own views for birds names, order

etc. All comments will be welcome. Although common
English names continue to provoke more debate than any

other issue on this subject I plan to take a conservative line

on this.

Reference: • Sangster, G. (1997) Acrocephalus and

Hippolois relationships: shaking the tree. Dutch Binding

19(6): 294-300.

Society News

News of the plans, activities, publications and changes in

respect of groups and societies concerned with Arabian

birds and natural history is welcome

Kuwait ornithological news

The Bird Monitoring and Protection Society (BMAPS) has

been re-titled the Bird Monitoring and Protection Team
(BMAPT). It is an integral part of the Kuwait Environmental

Protection Society (KEPS) . For further information please

visit the BMAPT website at www.kuwailbirds.com. The Bird

Records Committee of BMAPT has started work on

maintaining the Kuwait Bird List. Thomas Spencer is the

Country Contact for the Ornithological Society of the Middle

East (OSME) with the support of BMAPT.

Wildlife Yemen

A new local society has been formed (during 2002) in

Yemen known formally as the Yemen Society for the

Protection of Wildlife, or informally as Wildlife Yemen . The
group already has a flourishing membership in Sana’a and

Hudaydah and arranges talks, field meetings as well as

direct action on environmental issues within Yemen. Its

members in Hudaydah are lobbying to set up a wetland

reserve to protect vulnerable inter-tidal life including

important bird feeding areas. The group is open to

membership by foreigners interested in wildlife protection

issues in Yemen for an annual subscription of $20.

Address: P O Box 19759, Sana'a: Tel : 01 447423, Fax: 01

447424, Email: wildlife. vemen@ v. net. ye.

Emirates Natural History Group

Correspondence with this group may be sent to the Chairman,
Simon Aspinall (who is also Chairman of the Emirates Bird

Records Committee) at P O Box 45553, Abu Dhabi.

Recent Breeding Data from Kuwait by
George Gregory

Members of the Bird Monitoring and Protection Team
(BMAPT) at the Kuwait Environment Protection Society

continued to be active in collecting breeding data in Kuwait
during 2002. The following notable records of breeding and

potentially breeding birds are reported including some from
earlier years not previously published. These records update

the records and species status shown in my previous similar

paper (Gregory, 2001). A separate report on the very

interesting breeding bird discoveries resulting from BMAPT
surveys on Bubiyan island during 2002 appears on page 5 in

this issue. The following records are for 2002 unless

otherwise shown. Observers are listed at the end.

Little bittern Ixobrychus minutus. A pair in the same spot in

reeds at Sabah Al-Salem (OA35) for weeks from 23 May.

Squacco heron Ardeola ralloides. Up to four for weeks from
25 April in reeds at Sabah Al-Salem (OA35).

Peregrine Falco peregrinus. For the third year a single bird

continued to roost on a tall buildine in central Kuwait City

(OA35).

Water rail Rallus aquaticus. A not fully grown juvenile near

adults at Sabah Al-Salem on 6 May. First confirmed breeding

in Kuwait.

Spotted crake Porzana porzana. Numerous sightings in reeds

at Jahra East Outfall (NB35) and Sabah Al-Salem from

September 2001 to May 2002, with song occasionally heard

and responding to tape once. Suspected of breeding in small

numbers in Kuwait.

Little crake Porzana par\’a. Numerous multiple sightings in

reeds at Jahra East outfall. Sabah Al-Salem and Sewer Plant

reedbeds (OA35) from September 2001 to June 2002, with

song occasionally heard. Proven to breed in 2001 (Rowlands,

2001). Up to ten pairs suspected of breeding in Kuwait
annually.
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Greater sand plover Charadrius leschenaultii. The spring

sand plover flock did not form at Sabah Al-Salem and there

was no sign of breeding in 2002, possibly due to die-back of

halophytic vegetation and disturbance. Breeding in 2000 and

2001 was probably opportunistic.

White-winged black tern Chlidonias leucopterus. Bred again

at Jahra East outfall. Up to 12 adults and second year birds

present in May but only one juvenile seen on 14 June.

Chestnut-bellied sandgrouse Pterocles exustus. A
remarkable record of about 30 birds at Ratqa (NA37) in

February 1999 of which 13 were shot, with three surviving

their wounds. These were caged in Kuwait City where they

were identified, photographed and described in early 2002.

An important Western Palearctic record in a possible nesting

habitat.

African collared dove Streptopelia roseogrisea and Barbary

Dove S. ( roseogrisea ) ‘ risoria
’

and mongrels. A
remarkable series of records of African collared doves since

the first known recorded at Salmiya (OA33) in 2001. Up to

seven or more at Sabah Al-Salem. one at Mahboula, three at

Abu Halifa. one at Messila and one at Salwa (all OA35)
regularly seen from January 2002 onwards, following

rigorous checking of all ‘collared’ Streptopelia sp. This

species may have previously been overlooked in Kuwait.

Captive origin is likely, but some Streptopelia sp. are known
to make large range extensions and individuals have reached

Bahrain, central Arabia and Israel. Not yet confirmed to

breed in Kuwait but is a potential addition to the Western

Palearctic breeding list. Barbary doves are a pale

domesticated form of the African collared dove, often

referred to as 'risoria', which is really a form not a

subspecies. A pair were with the three African collared

doves at Abu Halifa on 23 May. In addition single

supposed mongrels were seen at Mahboula on 29 March and

at Jahra Farms (NB35) on 14 June. These were assumed to

be African collared X Barbary doves as interbreeding

between the two forms is to be expected. However they

could possibly have been Eurasian collared (S. decaocto) X
Barbary doves. There is also an albino form of the African

collared dove (fairly commonly kept in Kuwait). Mongrels
or hybrids between these forms, or with Eurasian collared

doves, could show a variety of characteristics.

Namaqua dove Oena capensis. A male at Abdali Farms
(NB37) on 10 May was a new area for the species. Female
and two newly fledged juveniles at Jahra poo! on 27 June

was the first Kuwait breeding record.

White-breasted kingfisher Halcyon smyrnensis. A pair dug
two short holes in at an earth bank at Jahra Farms that has

been used previously for nesting but then abandoned them.
This may have been due to disturbance by workers. At least

one adult was seen several times to fly down into a stone-

lined well nearby where there is a breeding colony of bank
mynahs Acridotheres ginginiamis. However it was not

proven to breed there. Later a pair clearly nested in another

stone-lined well about 200 metres away from the first well

and were seen to repeatedly fly in and out of a hole between
stones inside the well from March to May. Such a nest site

appears not to have been recorded before. Later numerous
old nest holes were found in an earth bank around a fourth

well, indicating that this species had bred for many years

before its discovery as a breeding bird in 1999 (Gaskell et al,

2001). Finally, one of the two original short holes was
completed and used. Two juveniles were seen in the nearby
trees in September.

Black-shouldered kite Elanus caeruleus. One was caught in

a baited raptor trap at Al-Abraq Al-Khabari (MB35) on 28
February. First Kuwait record.
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Black-crowned finch lark Eremopterix nigriceps. Many
adults, eight recently fledged juveniles and three used nests

were found at the Abdulfatai Marafi Farm in Wafra (OA34)

on 31 May and two other adults were seen at Wafra Village

(NB34). Numerous juveniles were seen in Wafra Oil Field

(also NB34) in May. Suspected of widespread breeding in

southern Kuwait.

Dunn's lark Eremcilauda dunni. One bird sang near Subiya

(OA36) on 8 March and another was seen near Al-Abraq Al-

Khabari on 24 May. Suspected of breeding in small numbers

in Kuwait.

Bimaculated lark Melanocorypha bimciculatci. Thirty birds,

some in pairs, were near Al-Abraq Al-Khabari for many
weeks starting on 15 March. Only one previous record

confirmed breeding in Kuwait.

Lesser short-toed lark Calandrella rufescens. An adult on a

nest (one egg) near Ratqa on 7 March. Suspected of

widespread breeding in Kuwait.

Rufous bush robin Cercotrichas galaclotes. Ten pairs at

Abdali Farms with a juvenile being fed by an adult.

Suspected of breeding fairly widely in Kuwait.

Desert wheatear Oenanthe deserti. A male repeatedly chased

a female, while flicking wings, Sabriya (NB36) on 14

March.

Cetti’s warbler Cettia cetti. Singles, possibly the same bird,

singing in reeds at Sabah al-Salem February and March.

Savi’s warbler Locustella luscinioides. Three birds at Jahra

East outfall, singing for months from 5 April. Breeding

suspected but not confirmed.

Moustached warbler Acrocephalus melanopogon.
Confirmed breeding (first for Kuwait) at Sabah Al-Salem on

13 May, with a not fully-grown juvenile being fed by an

adult. Also, 2 singing for months at Jahra East outfall from

5 April.

Reed warbler Acrocephalus scirpaceus, great reed warbler

A. arundinaceus and Basra reed warbler A. griseldis. All

seen and repeatedly heard singing at Jahra East outfall, Doha
South Nature Reserve (NB35), Sabah Al-Salem and Sewer
Plant reeds. Breeding of all species was suspected this year.

Basra reed warbler has not yet been confirmed to breed in

Kuwait.

Olivaceous warbler Hippolais pallida. Confirmed breeding

at Abdali Farms with a juvenile being fed, also in Kuwait
City with a nest being found in the hollow of a roof of a low
building, an unusual nesting site. First confirmed breeding

in Kuwait. Suspected of breeding widely in Kuwait.

Booted warbler Hippolais caligata. One bird sang in bushes
at Sabah Al-Salem from 1 6 March to 3 May.

Common babbler Turdoides candatus. One at Zour (OA34),
was last seen on 7 December 2001

Rose-coloured starling Stunms roseus. Records for 2001
should be re-evaluated as possible breeding records. A pair

at Al-Abraq Al-Khabari on 31 May and (probably the same
birds) on 26 June were in suitable breeding habitat. Singles

also at Wafra Oil Field on 5 June and 6 August were in

possible breeding habitat. A juvenile was at Sulaibiya

(NB35) on 14 September but this could have been a migrant.

This species is an irruptive breeder which could one day be
found to breed in northern or eastern Arabia.

Bank mynah Acridotheres ginginiamis. Fewer pairs bred at

Jahra Farms than in 2001, probably due to reduced irrigation

and the consequently reduced plant and invertebrate food.

About 20 pairs bred in the well used in previous years and
five pairs in another well about 200 metres away where a

pair of white-breasted kingfishers also nested. A previously

undescribed feeding behaviour was repeatedly observed and

photographed from October 2001 to May 2002. Up to six

individuals perched on each of a small flock of sheep at rest

under cover. Most were on the back but some clambered on
the sides and some perched on the head. Individual birds

were seen pecking at the wool of the body and around the

cheeks of the sheep, presumably feeding on invertebrates.

Spanish sparrow Passer hispaniolensis. Fifty or more adults

were visiting domed nests at Abdali Farms from 10 May
onwards. Many birds wintering at Jahra Farms fed.

sometimes upside down, on unharvested ripe dates Phoenix
sp.

Yellow-throated sparrow Petronia xanthocollis. One pair

bred again in a lamp at Zour, arriving 18 April. Suspected of

breeding in small numbers at various sites in Kuwait.

Streaked weaver Plocetis manxar. A male sang for months in

reeds at Sabah Al-Salem from 16 March.

Temminck’s horned lark Eremophila bilopha. Six pairs near Al-Abraq Al-Khabari from 15 March but breeding was not

confirmed. Also not quite full grown juvenile in the National Park (NB36) on 31 March 2001.
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Avadavat Amandava amandava. A male flew over Sabah Al-

Salem on 1 3 May.

Indian silverbill Enodice matabarica. Four birds at Sabah

Al-Salem on 1 1 June.

This report was compiled from the records of Mahmoud
Shihab Al-Ahmed, Khalid Al-Nasrallah, Andrew Bailey,

Rachel Bridle, Shirley Carter-Brown, Mark Chichester,

Barrie Cooper, George Gregory, Harriet McCurdy, Eisa

Ramadan. Jo Seegers and Graeme Wright.
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The Limburg oil spill After ABBA Survey 31 was completed
(see page 1 1 ) the news of the terrorist attack on the oil tanker

Limburg in October 2002, at sea between Mukallah and Bir

Ali, was received with some alarm. David Stanton has since

heard anecdotal reports from a tour party that the beaches near

Bir Ali were badly fouled with oil from the Limburg and
covered with thousands of feathers. They had tried to clean

oiled cormorants but lacked materials, facilities and knowhow.
Apparently many fishermen are out of business in the area as

a result of oil hitting the area. The oiling incident could not

have come at a worse time for the Socotra cormorant breeding

colony as they would almost certainly have had young during

October. Oil on the sea will have had a serious effect on
adults feeding and collecting food for young in the sea near at

Barraqah Island, with the added disaster of many nestlings

dying of starvation. If oil reached Barraqah in any quantity

upwards of 50% of the adults there could have been destroyed.

A restricted range species with probably less than a dozen
permanent breeding sites can ill afford such attrition.

The only Arabian breeding records of white pelican Pelecanus onocrotalus come from the Kuwait islands of Bubiyan and Warba, early in the 20"’

Century. The 2002 survey of Bubiyan found no trace of the species, see page 5.
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